This paper introduces a notion of a local subgradient for a lower semicontinuous function on a Banach space. This subgradient is required to satisfy a uniformity condition on a given bounded set in the space. The first section establishes the existence of such subgradients in weakly compactly generated Banach spaces. The following sections consist of applications of this result. Section two discusses generic differentiability of convex functions and contains a simple unified proof that spaces with Frechet norms are Asplund spaces and weakly compactly generated spaces are weak Asplund spaces. In section three general perturbed optimization problems and the existence of farthest points are discussed. Section four shows, essentially, that any relatively weakly compact set C in a Banach space with a locally uniformly convex norm possesses a generic set of points with nearest points in C. This extends a known result for reflexive spaces.
Recently Ekeland and Lebourg [11] have introduced the notion of a local ε-support for a function and have profitably applied this to the study of perturbed optimization problems (including nearest and farthest points) and generic Frechet differentiability. Rainwater [16] has provided a self-contained proof of this last result for convex functions which was deduced in [11] from more general perturbational theorems. Subsequently Lau [13] has applied the ε-supports to establish the existence of dense nearest points for any closed bounded set in any locally uniformly convex reflexive space. Since the results on approximation are deduced from the existence of appropriate Frechet derivatives they are unavailable for application in more general spaces and hence do not provide best possible results (for nearest and farthest points, particularly). In this paper we introduce a more general notion of local support, examine the impli-323 cations for generic Gateaux differentiability and apply it to various approximation problems. Having made the initial adjustments many of our proofs mirror those in [11] and these propositions will be given with a minimum of proof. We therefore attempt to stay close to the notation of [11] . 1* i£ uniforrn local ε-supports* Let V be a Banach space and F* its topological dual and let ( , •) denote the canonical bilinear form on Vx F*. Let ||-||* denote the dual norm to || ||. Let F: V ^> R\j {-foo}. The effective domain of F, dom F, is the set of points at which F is finite.
Let K be an arbitrary closed, bounded set in F. 
The set of all such u* will be denoted S κ>ε F(u) and will be called the K-ε-support of F at u. If it is nonempty, JP is said to be locally ε-supported uniformly on K. The symbol N κ>ε (F) will denote those u for which S κ , ε F(u) is nonempty. REMARKS 1.2. If K is empty, u* is an approximation to a Gateaux derivative. If K is the unit ball B, the definition reduces to Ekeland and Lebourg's notion of ε-supportability. We shall be mainly interested in the case in which K is (relatively) weakly compact.
These i£-ε-supports have analoguous properties to those of esupports. In particular S κ , ε F(u) is a convex set which decreases in size as ε decreases or K increases and satisfies (1.3) u* e Π S κ>ε F(u) ΓΊ -S κ , ε (-F(u) ) <=> u* = F' κ (u) .
ε>0
(By F f κ {u) we will mean a Gateaux derivative which is approached uniformly for directions in K; we will say F is K-smooth.) Corresponding to the hypothesis (H) in [11] we need:
There exists on V a nonnegative nonzero continuous func-(H(K)) tion g of bounded support which is K-smooth whenever it is nonzero.
Again, by translation and homotopy, g may be presumed nonzero at any given point and zero outside as small a ball as needed. Proof. We proceed as in [11] . Pick u 0 e dom F and a small neighborhood N of u 0 on which F is bounded below. We now take g to be nonzero at u 0 and zero outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood N o aN of u 0 . Let
9
G is lower semicontinuous, bounded from below and hence, by Theorem 1.1 of [10] , there is some point u ε such that
Since g is i£-smooth and u ε e dom G c dom h, -h is Z-smooth. Let w* = _ h' κ (u ε ). One easily verifies from (1.5) that 0 e S KfS/2 G(uf) so that, by (1.3) ,
Moreover, u ε e N o , which establishes the density claim.
To give this substance we note that any V which has an equivalent Z-smooth norm has H(K). Again as in [11] , one takes the composition of the norm with a C λ function of bounded support. Less trivially we have the following proposition. PROPOSITION [6, pg. 161 ] (on factorization of weakly compact operators), these is a reflexive space (Y,||| |||) with unit ball B{Y) and a continuous linear operator T:
Let T denote the mapping T considered as mapping Y into V and define a new norm | I* on F* by (1.6) By the renorming theorem of Troyanksi [19] we may presume that HI HI* is locally uniformly convex. Note that | |* is equivalent to || [| * as T* is continuous and is a dual norm since T* is an adjoint mapping. Thus | I* induces an equivalent norm | | on V. We show that | | is W-smooth. Notice first that | | is smooth since | |* is strictly convex. Let u o e V, and let u n converge to u 0 in norm. Since | | is smooth the support functίonals f Un converge weak* to f UQ . Thus |/« Λ +/!*-> 2. It follows from (1.6) that \\\Tf Un + Tf UQ \\\l -2(||| ΓΛJJIi + lllfΛJIIl) converges to zero with n. Since 111 "| 11 * is locally uniformly convex, 111 Tf Un -f UQ \ | | * -> 0. In other words, given ε > 0, there is some n Q such that for n^t n Q
we have In particular, when V is weakly compactly generated the result holds and W can be chosen to be densely spanning and absolutely convex. In this case the norm of (1.6) can be said to be "almost" Prechet. This is the important case for applications. The sequence space l t (N) is an example of a space without property (H) to which the proposition applies. It will be convenient from now on to denote keK and to consider || |U as the norm on C b (K), the space of bounded continuous functions on K endowed with the norm topology.
2* An application to iί-Asplund spaces* We will say V is 1£-Asplund if given any lower semicontinuous convex function /: F-> R{j{+oo} 9 f is ϋΓ-smooth on a dense G δ subset of (dom/)°. Thus for K = B(φ) we have the classical notion of a strong (weak) Asplund space [2], [5] . We introduce the set M Ktt (f) by When K is the unit ball and / is a norm, Sullivan [18] has studied such sets and called
Proof. (i ) follows on applying (1.2) to -/ for k and -k and then adding the resulting expressions.
(ii) Since / is convex it is in fact locally Lipschitz on (dom/)° [ 5] . Also in this case 9 we see that 
we must have for each ε > 0, some <5 with t Thus / is ϋΓ-smooth at u.
We will say that K is generating for V if the closed span of if is V.
THEOREM 2.2. If V has property H(K) for some symmetric spanning set K, V is KΆsplund. In particular every space with {H) is a strongΆsplund space and every weakly compactly generated space is KΆsplund for any generating weakly compact set K.
Proof. On collecting the parts of Proposition 2.1 together it suffices to observe that by Theorem 1.2, N KtB (-f) is dense in (dom /)° for any l.s.c. convex function / (an examination of the proof of Theorem 1.2 shows that it does not matter that -f{u) may be -oo for u not in (dom/)°). Thus by Baire's theorem Π £ >o^, £ (-/) is a dense G δ set in (dom/)° on which / is iΓ-smooth.
This proof method has unfortunately no hope of dealing with the general question of when a space is weak-Asplund, but it does provide a self-contained proof of several different results at the same time. We also remark that if / is a norm and N B>δ (f) = V for some d < 1/2 then V is a strong Asplund space. This is a trivial consequence of the fact that by Corollary 2.1 (i), M B>ε Q\-\\) = V for some ε < 1 which Sullivan [18] has shown implies V is an Asplund space.
3* Perturbed optimization* We now examine the substance of §2 of [11] for our more general local supports. Throughout the section we suppose K is convex, symmetric and generating. Let X be a set and /: (3.4) {v ->fl{v, x): x e A θ } is equicontinuous at u in V* .
Then there exists rj ίf θ x > 0 such that
Proof. The proof is more or less line for line as that of Proposition 2.2 of [11] . We note that since we are only interested in directions in K and distances in C(K) metric we need only assume that K -e supports exist.
Assume ueT ε (K) and that there exist a, β> 0 such that
Then T ε (K) is a norm neighborhood of u.
Proof. This is now exactly as Proposition 2.3 of [11] . PROPOSITION 3.3. If (3.3) , (3.4) and ( Proof. Again the only real difference from Proposition 2.4 of [11] is that we are only concerned with directions in K and the topology in C b (K) rather in C b (B) . We derive as in [11] 
Let ueT. For each n in N, G u contains a member of C b (K)-diameter less than 1/n. By (3.3), (3.8) the filter members eventually are uniformly bounded in the norm topology on V*. Since C b (K) is complete the filter converges to some element g in C b (K) . Since UnK = V and the filter members are eventually uniformly bounded in V* 9 the filter converges pointwise to a functional u* in F* which extends g. By Proposition 3.3 this limit is F' κ (u) .
Continuity in C b (K) now follows as in Theorem 2.5 of [11] . COROLLARY 
If V is weakly compactly generated, the conclusions hold for any weakly compact generating set. If V has property (H) the conclusions hold in the norm topology in F*.
We now consider general convex suprema as an application. Let f{u, x) be a family of lower semicontinuous convex functions. Using conjugate convex functions (h*(u*) = sup tteF (w*, u) -h{u)) we write (using fo** •= h) (3.11) f(u, x)^M for xeX.
is weakly compactly generated by W. Suppose that f: V x X -> R is continuous and convex in u for each x and that for each u in V there is some M > 0 with

There is a dense G δ set T in V such that F' w {u) exists for u in T and such that
Proof. We may assume W is symmetric and convex. It suffices to verify that the suprema version of (3.5), (3.6) , (3.8) hold for the functions (u* 9 u) -/*(%*, x). Since each of these has derivative u* with respect to u, it suffices to show that for some m > 0, there exists c > 0 such that The remaining conclusion is now a direct application of (3.10) . COROLLARY 
Let f(u, x) -f(u -x) + g(x) where X is a weakly compact subset of V, f is bounded on bounded sets and convex and g is weakly upper semicontinuous. (i ) Then there is a dense G δ set T in V such that for ue T, Fw(u) exists and
F{u) = max f(x -u) + g{x) . xeX (ii) If, in addition, f
is a locally uniformly convex function then it suffices that X is relatively weakly compact and g is norm upper semicontinuous and bounded.
Proof. (i) We may suppose that X c W. Since X is bounded and / is bounded on bounded sets (3.11) holds. Let x n eX, uteV* be a minimizing sequence. We may assume that x n converges weakly to a? 0 . On using (3.12) we see that (u%, x n 
As ut also converges weak* to ύξ = Fw(u) and /*, being a conjugate is weak* lower semicontinuous, f*(u*) ^ lim f*(u*).
(ii) Suppose X is relatively weakly compact. We may apply the previous considerations to C = co X and deduce that some sequence x n in X exists with lim g(x n ) = # 0 and
Since /(w -α?J + flr(α?») ίg JP(^) and / is weakly lower semicontinuous we must have To say that / is locally uniformly convex is to say that (3.17) implies u -x n /2 converges in norm to u -xJ2. Thus x n -> a? 0 in norm and x Q 6 X. This means that #(# 0 ) ^ sr 0 and (3.15) completes the proof. REMARKS 3.7. (i) If we let X be singleton in Theorem 3.5 we recover one of the main results of Theorem 2.2.
(ii) In Corollary 3.6 (ii) one may also consider functions for which (3.16) implies {x n } converges in norm and proceed without (3.17) . This is done in [3] for reflexive spaces with / = α>(||.||) where ω is a convex continuous strictly increasing function and || || has property (K) (see §4).
(iii) The case of Corollary 3.6 (ii) in which g = 0 and / is the square of a norm which is locally uniformly convex is proved by Lau in [14] . He has no requirement that the space be weakly compactly generated. However, this requirement can be weakened if one wishes to dispense with the differentiability of F. Moreover, in applications this is little liability since span X is weakly compactly generated. Since there is always an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm for span X [6] and since any farthest point in this norm for u in X necessarily is a strongly exposed point of X, one can then proceed as in Lau's papers [15] , [12] to derive Lindenstrauss-Troyanski's original result [19] that every weakly compact convex set is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points (see the remark at the bottom of page 209 of [11] ). In particular, C* is the weak* closed convex hull of these points satisfying (3.19) .
Proof. Theorem 3.5 with X= C*, x = u*, f(u, u*) == (u* 9 u) implies (3.18) and (3.19) and the final conclusion now follows from a standard separation argument.
Since W is spanning any point satisfying (3.19) is at least weak*-exposed and in fact a good deal more. In reflexive spaces they are strongly exposed points. It would be interesting to study these TF-weak* strongly exposed points more carefully, particularly in duality with W-Asplund spaces. REMARK 3.9. It suffices for the results of this section that (3.3) be replaced by
4* Nearest points* As a final application of if-s-support points we indicate an adaptation of Lau's proof method in [13] which establishes the following result. We say a norm has property (K) if whenever ||a? n || converges to ||a?|| and x n converges weakly to x we have x n converges in norm to x. Locally uniformly convex spaces and l^S) on any set S are among the spaces with this property. Lau in fact shows that, for any point u in T and any weakly convergent minimizing sequence k n in K converging to k 0 in the weak closure of K, one has [| | Λ?» -u\\ converging to ||fc 0 -u\\. It now follows from (Λ:) that k 0 lies in K and the infimum is attained.
It remains to show that A ε is dense even in absence of property (H). We do this in the following propositions. PROPOSITION 4.2. Given ε, η>0 and u 0 e V/K, there exist u in V, ύ* in V* and t 0 > 0 such that (3.24) \\ύ-u o \\ίίy, u*eS ktε r(u), (3.25) r(g + t(fe "" g)) "" r(g)^( g* y fe-C)-el|fe-gll VkeK,0<t<t 0 .
Proof. An examination of (1.7) and (1.8) shows that the norm of (1.6) 
for 0 < t <; t 0 (t 0 depends on K and u 0 ) and keK. Since ||^ε-u o ||3 7, u = u ε and ^* = u* are the desired points. PROPOSITION 4.3. If u, u* satisfy (3.23) , (3.24 ) for ε > 0, then u 6 A 2ε . Jί follows that A 2ε is dense in V/K.
Proof. Let δ = (t 0 εr(u))/2 where 0 < ε < 1/2 and ί 0 are as above. Suppose that (3.30) k e K and \\k-u\\^ r(u) + δ .
Since (1 -t)\\k -u\\ ^ r(w + ί(fc -u)), (3.30) and (3.25) combine to give (l-ί) ||fc-u\\ -\\k-u\\ +δ^t(u*,k-u) -tε\\k-u\\ if 0 < t ^ t 0 and k satisfies (3.30) . Thus, setting t = ί 0>
for fc satisfying (3.30 
Since r has Lipschitz constant one (έ.32) produces (3.33) (1 + e)||& || ^ u*(h) and ||%*|| ^ 1 + e .
Let \\u -k n \\ -r(u) = ε w converge to 0. Pick t n with t n \\u-k % \\ -ε^2 so that
Consider (3.25) for this choice of k n . It yields
for n ^ n 0 . Since the left-hand side converges to one we have the desired inequality 1 -e <S ||%*||.
We show that in fact this method yields the following theorem. Here mK = {(x lf x 2 , , xj: x 1 = α; 2 = = # m 6 K). i=l," ,m Set (v l9 , v m ) = v. Then we may write
We may consider the sets A ε , constructed before, for this problem. Then T = f) ε>0 A ε is a dense G δ set in Π£i VfmK. Moreover, there is for each %eΓ, by the construction of T, a minimizing sequence mk n in mK with -wlU
• ||mfc 0 -uW^mk^ >mk 0 (weakly) .
Suppose that \\mk 0 -uW^ -\\k 0 -u^. There is some i between I and n with \\k n -^1!*-> \\k 0 -u^.
If i = 1 it follows from property (Λ:) that k n -u x converges in II Hi "to k 0 -u^. Thus k n converges in each norm (by equivalence) to k o e K and
F(u lf u zy
, u n ) = max p 0 -u^U .
If i Φ 1, ||fc 0 -Ui\\i ^ \\k 0 -Will! so that (since || || t is weakly lower semicontinuous) 11 fc» -w< 11< still converges to 11 fc 0 -w< Ili Again using property (/c) for || -1| 4 completes the proof. This includes Lau's theorem in [13] as the reflexive case. Some condition like relative weak compactness is necessary since in the space c 0 with Day's locally uniformly convex norm, Cobzas [4] has provided a convex body for which the corollary fails. Similarly, some condition like (ic) is necessary as Edelstein has exhibited a strictly convex renorming of 1 2 for which it fails [9] . It would be interesting to know whether one can remove the strict convexity hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.
We note that the algorithm given in [7] for constructing dense nearest points in uniformly convex space can also be adjusted for simultaneous uniformly convex approximation. We also note that Theorem 4.5 holds because || |L has property (A;) for directions in the diagonal.
